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Abstract

The formation of internal transport barriers (ITB) has been observed in the core region of Alcator

C-Mod under a variety of conditions.  The improvement in core confinement following pellet

injection (pellet enhanced performance or PEP mode) has been well documented on Alcator C-

Mod in the past. Recently three new ITB phenomena have been observed which require no

externally applied particle or momentum input.   Short lived ITBs form spontaneously following

the high confinement (H) to low confinement (L) mode transition and are characterized by a

large increase in the global neutron production (enhanced neutron or EN modes.) Experiments

with ICRF (ion cyclotron range of frequencies) power injection to the plasma off-axis on the

high field side results in  the central density rising abruptly and becoming peaked.  The ITB

formed at this time lasts for 10  energy confinement times.  The central toroidal rotation velocity

decreases and changes sign as the density rises.  Similar spontaneous ITBs have been observed in



ohmically heated H-mode plasmas.   All of these ITB events have strongly peaked density

profiles with a minimum in the density scale length occurring near r/a = 0.5 and have improved

confinement parameters in the core region of the plasma.
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I.  Introduction

The observation of transport barriers in tokamak plasmas has been well documented,

especially at the edge of the plasma during H-mode in most divertor style tokamaks .1,2

Transport barriers in the core plasma region were first reported following the injection of frozen

hydrogen pellets into the Alcator C tokamak3 and have since been observed with lithium pellet

injection as well. 4  A number of experiments have reported core internal transport barriers

(ITB’s) while using high power neutral beam injection and control of the shear profile in the

plasma,5,6,7,8,9 which, like pellet injection, provides a particle source in the center of the plasma.

Core transport barriers have been noted with electron cyclotron heating (ECRH)10, ion Bernstein

wave injection (IBW)11 and lower hybrid heating (LHH)12 when the device is operated in a

manner to cause a region of reverse magnetic shear to form in the plasma.  These internal

transport barrier regions are notable in that an area of reduced transport in one or more of the

thermal, particle, or momentum channels for either the ions or the electrons is bounded by a

region of strong plasma density gradient.13



Internal transport barriers have been observed for a variety of operational parameters in

Alcator C-Mod plasmas.  Most notably they have been seen with the injection of lithium pellets14

and have been reported in cases where extreme reverse shear is generated in conjunction with

ICRF (ion cyclotron range of frequencies) heating.15

Recent experiments in Alcator C-Mod have produced plasmas with improved

confinement and marked internal transport barriers within the core region of the plasma, the

barriers forming at 0.3 < r/a < 0.5.  Most remarkably, these arise without the addition of external

particle or momentum sources.  Three distinct new phenomena have been observed.  First,

during the high confinement (H) mode to low confinement (L) mode back transition the electron

density becomes significantly peaked and the global neutron rate increases sharply.  Eightfold

increases in the neutron production have been seen, leading this event to be called the enhanced

neutron mode (EN).   These events occur frequently but are short lived, lasting less than 50 ms,

or about 1 energy confinement time.   Secondly, when using ICRF  power injection to the plasma

with the resonance for the hydrogen minority absorption (deuterium majority) off-axis on the

high field side, it has been observed that the central density rises abruptly and becomes peaked;

the ITB formed at this time lasts for 10 or more energy confinement times. The central toroidal

plasma rotation slows and even reverses sign at the same time.  Finally, the spontaneous

formation of peaked density profiles and improved confinement concurrent with the decline in

plasma rotation has been observed in ohmic H-mode plasmas as well.    These events occur with

no internal source of fueling to the plasma core.  The experimental details will be presented here,



and compared to those for the previously reported pellet enhanced performance (PEP mode)

plasmas.

II. Experimental Description and Diagnostics

The Alcator C-Mod tokamak is a compact (major radius R=0.67 m, minor radius a=0.22

m), high field device (2.6 <  Bt < 8.1 T).  The operating range includes plasma current up to 1.5

MA, and gas fueled average density up to 5.9 x 1020 m-3.   Normal operation uses a lower single

null with closed divertor.  The walls are molybdenum tiles that are coated with boron frequently

during run campaigns.  Currently the only available heating source other than ohmic power is 80

MHz ICRF heating.  Up to 8MW of ICRF source power can be delivered through 3 antennas:  2

two-strap units, and 1 four-strap antenna.

H-mode plasmas have been obtained under a wide range of conditions in Alcator C-Mod,

spanning the full operational range of the device,  with  line averaged density up to 4.8 x1020 m-3.

H-modes are routinely seen in both purely ohmic heated discharges as well as during ICRF

powered plasmas.   The edge localized modes (ELMs)16 seen on other devices seldom appear

during H-modes in Alcator C-Mod.  The bulk of H-Mode plasmas are either ELM-free or exhibit

enhanced Dα emission (EDA).17

Alcator C-Mod is equipped with an extensive set of standard core diagnostics.  The

results reported here use data from the following systems.  Electron temperature profiles are



obtained from two grating polychromator electron cyclotron emission diagnostics, one with 9

and the other with 18 spatial channels.18  Density profiles are obtained from multichord

interferometry, Thomson scattering, and from a CCD based one-dimensional imaging system

measuring visible bremsstrahlung emission from the plasma.19  While taking account of  Zeff.,

assumed to be flat across the profile, as is typical for Alcator C-Mod plasmas, and also

accounting for a weak electron  temperature dependence, the square root of the emission profile

will be the same as the electron density profile.  A limited amount of ion temperature profile data

is obtained from a scannable array of 5 high spectral resolution x-ray spectrometers (HIREX).20

In addition, measurements of central toroidal plasma rotation are obtained from x-ray spectra

recorded by a spatially fixed tangentially viewing von Hamos type crystal x-ray spectrometer21

and confirmed independently from frequency analysis of sawtooth pre- and post-cursors.22

The total neutron flux is measured using two different systems.  The first consists of 18

different neutron detectors of different types and sensitivities, a mix of fission chambers, boron-

triflouride filled proportional counters, and  He3 filled detectors.23  These are distributed among 4

moderator filled cans at different locations in the Alcator C-Mod cell.  Two of these are

absolutely calibrated with Cf252, and the others are cross-calibrated from these using the d-d

fusion neutrons from Alcator C-Mod.  The arrangement provides good dynamic range, but the

time resolution is limited to 1 ms because they are operated in count rate mode.  The second

detector system is made up of 14 He3 filled proportional counters surrounded by polyethylene

moderator. Their outputs are connected in parallel, producing a small current proportional to the



impinging neutron flux.  Measurement of this current can be done with time resolution of 0.1 ms,

and is limited only by the slowing-down time of the thermonuclear neutrons in the moderator.

Sawtooth oscillations can clearly be seen in the output of this system.  The magnitude of the

output is scaled to that from the absolutely calibrated system to provide a fast measurement of

the total neutron production from Alcator C-Mod.

III. Observation of Alcator C-Mod Internal Transport Barriers

All occurrences of internal transport barriers on Alcator C-Mod are marked by the

peaking of the electron density profiles. While the plasma temperatures typically increase during

these events, a similar narrowing of the temperature profiles is not seen.   Density profiles from

the different types of ITBs found in Alcator C-Mod are shown in Fig. 1.  The profile evolution

shown in Fig. 1.a) is characteristic of the enhanced neutron (EN) mode, a short lived ITB event

which occurs shortly after the plasma makes a transition from H- to L-mode.  The usually flat

density profile which includes the typical H-mode edge pedestal is shown immediately prior to

the transition.  In short order, the density collapses in the outer region of the plasma while the

central value is unchanged, temporarily resulting in a strongly peaked radial distribution.  While

the density is peaked, the neutron production rate increases sharply, persisting through several

sawtooth cycles until the central density collapses and the plasma has fully achieved L-mode.



The entire sequence lasts approximately 50 ms, the neutron rate increase lasting about 1 energy

confinement time.

In contrast, the density profile evolution of the pellet enhanced performance (PEP) mode

is shown in Fig. 1.b).  The lowest density value is the profile just before the lithium pellet is fired

into the plasma, and the highest is shortly after the pellet.  The ICRF heating is turned on  after

the ITB has formed, 2 ms before the highest profile shown at a power of 3 MW.  The profiles

decrease in magnitude and return to pre-pellet levels 110 ms after the pellet is fired.  The neutron

rate reaches its peak value 101 ms after the pellet injection, by which time the central density has

decreased substantially from its peak level.  The internal poloidal magnetic field has been

measured during lithium pellet PEP mode on Alcator C-Mod by imaging the pellet ablation

trail,14 and it was demonstrated that the current density profile following the pellet was hollow,

resulting in a region of reverse shear in the plasma core.

Internal transport barriers have also been observed with off-axis ICRF injection.  The

profile evolution, shown in Fig 1.c, starts just as the central density begins to rise.  The core

density continues to increase steadily over the next 300 ms, finally collapsing as the central

radiated power becomes large due to impurity accumulation in the core. An H-mode edge is

maintained throughout.  The core density increase is remarkable in that no central fueling source

is available in either this case or in that shown in Fig. 1d, a peaked density ohmic H-mode

plasma.  The peaked density shown here arose spontaneously after the plasma went into H-mode.

The ohmic H-mode is typically induced by ramping the toroidal magnetic field down to a low



value, and the plasma sawtooth activity slows and stops while the density is most peaked

suggesting that q0 exceeds 1 for at least part of this event.   In this case the core ITB  lasted more

than 400 ms,  at least 10 energy confinement times, ending only as the plasma current began to

ramp down in a controlled termination of the discharge.

Remarkably, in the case of the ITBs which are seen with off-axis ICRF and in peaked

ohmic H-modes, the co-current plasma rotation, that has been well documented to occur in all

high pressure Alcator C-mod plasmas21  is seen to slow and even slightly reverse itself as the

central density begins to rise. An example of the rotation velocity is compared for two similar

discharges in Fig 2.    In both cases ICRF power of 3 MW is turned on at t = 0.7 s, and the

plasma enters into H-mode almost immediately.  In the case represented by the dashed line, the

toroidal field was 4.9 T and the rf resonant layer was slightly off-axis on the high field side

(r/a=0.25).  The ratio of central electron density to that from one of the outer channels (r/a=0.73)

from the same shot shows no peaking throughout the H-mode phase of the plasma.   The solid

trace in both figures is from a plasma with the same conditions, except that the toroidal field was

at 4.5 T, bringing the rf resonance layer to r/a=0.5, in the region where the ITB is typically

located in the Alcator C-Mod core.     As can be easily seen, the rotation started to rise when the

ICRF power was turned on at 0.7 s, and then it began to decrease monotonically 0.2 s later.

Shortly thereafter, the density peaking factor has begun to increase, and it is clear that an ITB has

formed, as is shown by the ratio of central to outer electron density for that same shot and  in the

profiles shown in Fig. 1.c).    By considering neoclassical momentum and heat balance, the



internal radial electric field is inferred to start from an initial value of 12 kV/m at r/a=0.33 and to

reverse sign, ultimately reaching –18 kV/m.23

IV. Enhanced Neutron (EN) Mode ITB

The ITB which is formed at the H to L-mode transition in Alcator C-Mod is characterized

by a large spike on the global neutron production.   This increase typically lasts 3 or fewer

sawtooth cycles, about 30 to 40 ms, or approximately 1 energy confinement time. The size of the

neutron rate  increase  relative to the preceding H-mode value can be as little as 30%, although

factors of 2 to 8 are common.   EN mode is seen following the majority of H-to L-mode

transitions, in both ICRF and Ohmic plasmas.  The fact that these events occur frequently and

predictably, and that they can be induced at will, means that they can be studied in a systematic

manner, and that parametric characterization is possible.

Data from a typical Alcator C-Mod  H- to L-mode transition are shown in Fig. 3.    Note

that the global neutron rate, shown in the top trace, increases sharply following the transition.

The corresponding ion temperature calculated from the neutron rate is shown in the second trace,

and shows an increase at the transition as well.  The electron temperature is included for

comparison.  As is typical for  Alcator C-Mod H-mode plasmas, the line average density is seen

to increase up until the large Dα increase which signals the end of the H-mode period,  then it

decreases until the plasma returns to H-mode.  The ratio of the central density to the density at

r/a=0.73 obtained from profiles of visible bremsstrahlung radiation shows a marked peaking of



the density, which is also confirmed by Thomson scattering measurements. This is not a result of

an increase in either the central density or of the central impurities, but of a marked collapse of

the density in the outer part of the plasma.  In fact, the density in the center typically shows little

or no change until it collapses into a typical  L-mode profile.  This particular case was heated

with 1 MW rf power.   The mode seems to decay as the sawteeth redistribute the core particles to

the outer part of the plasma, eventually flattening the density profile (typical sawtooth inversion

radius is at r/a=0.25).  The plasma stored energy (not pictured) decreases because of the loss of

particles from the outer part of the plasma where the volume is large.

 The ratio r/Ln, where Ln is defined as (1/ne |d ne/dr| )-1 is plotted in Fig. 4 for one such H to

L transition in the part of the core region where the density gradient is steepest, r/a=0.4.

Comparison with the neutron production rate shows a correspondence between the local

maximum of r/Ln  and the peak neutron rate.    In addition, calculation of Ln for a large number of

events demonstrates that its minimum value, indicating the steepest point in the core density

gradient, occurs at a position 0.3 < r/a < 0.5 for most of the data studied.

Ion temperature profile data on Alcator C-mod are typically obtained with 0.1 s time

resolution which is not sufficient to resolve these short lived core barrier effects.  However, by

purposely triggering H- to L-mode transitions in similar discharges and averaging data for

several pulses, the ion temperature profiles shown in Fig. 5 were obtained with 0.02 s resolution.

While the central ion temperature is notably higher following end of the H-mode, the profile is

not noticeably more peaked than the profile obtained in the H-mode phase.  Gaussian fits to the



data are included in the figure, and the 1/e width shows no significant change.  The electron

temperature profiles are included for comparison, and the width of the Te Gaussian profiles do

not change either.  Calculation of the quantity LT = [d ln (Te) /dr]-1 for a large number of these

transitions shows no change in that quantity, other than that which can be attributed to sawtooth

oscillations.

The absence of change in the temperature profiles indicates that variation of the scale

length ratio ηx (defined as d ln Tx/d ln nx) is determined entirely by changes in the inverse density

scale length.  There are not sufficient ion temperature profile data to determine ηi for these

events, but ηe can be easily obtained.  Because of the high density operation in Alcator C-Mod Te

and Ti  are equal within experimental error, and  ηe is used for an  ηi  surrogate.  As can be seen

from Fig. (6.a), ηe at r/a =0.5 decreases significantly during the H to L mode transition, again

reaching a minimum value between 1 and 2 near the time that the neutron rate peaks.

In an effort to explore the role of ηe  in these spontaneous internal transport barriers, ηe

was calculated at the H to L mode transition for many events which showed the characteristic

ITB formation.  The results, shown in a histogram in Fig. (6.b) demonstrate that ηe  consistently

drops to a value less than 2 during these transitions.

V.  Extended lifetime ITB and transport parameters

As explained earlier, the ITBs which form immediately following the H- to L-mode

transition are transient and the density profile relaxes within a few sawtooth cycles, about 40 ms.



It was noted, however, that under plasma conditions where the plasma sawteeth were nearly

eliminated that the mode lifetime could be extended for several energy confinement times,

especially with off-axis ICRF heating.  This has been  demonstrated with ICRF injection on the

high field side of the plasma in the ITB’s formed at the H- to L-Mode transition, and has given

rise to ITB formation even in the H-mode phase of the plasma.

It has also been noted that ITBs sometimes form spontaneously in Ohmic H-mode

operation (Fig. 1.d) and that the ITB which is formed at the H- to L-mode transition under these

conditions can be quite long lived as well.   As shown in Fig. 7, the H-mode phase of the plasma,

which can be seen from the increasing line average density, ends at 1.09s.  At this time the

neutron rate doubles, and the density peaking rises to 2.5.  The central toroidal rotation begins to

decline somewhat before the end of the H-mode, and the effective thermal diffusivity, χeff , (at

r/a=0.2), begins to decrease at the same time, reaching neoclassical value during the time when

the neutron rate and the  density peaking factor are the highest.   Radial profiles of the energy

confinement time, effective thermal  diffusivity, and the plasma bootstrap current density (from

TRANSP25  computer code calculations)   show that the improvement is in the plasma core, with

the bootstrap current peaking at the location of the ITB, at r/a=0.4 (Fig. 8).  Similar results are

found using TRANSP to determine internal transport behavior for the ITB formed during the H-

to L-mode transition, with a doubling of the confinement time being typical.  A bootstrap current

density representing 10% of the total local current density is typically found at the barrier

location.



VI. Discussion

The core ITBs observed in Alcator C-Mod all have strongly peaked density profiles with

the barrier typically forming at 0.3 < r/a < 0.5, well outside the sawtooth inversion radius at

r/a=0.25.   No evidence of a barrier is seen in the electron or ion temperature profiles to date.

The observation that ηe  (and presumably ηi) decreases to the order of 1 in the transport barrier

region is suggestive that a suppression of the growth rate for ion temperature gradient driven

instabilities could have a role in the improved energy confinement in the core during these

events.  In addition, the measurements of changes in the central toroidal rotation velocity for the

longer lived ITBs indicate that the internal electric field could also be playing a role in

suppressing turbulent growth through changing the E X B shearing rate, as has been

demonstrated in other devices8,26.  However, at this time there has been no measurement of core

turbulence in Alcator C-Mod.  It is expected that both core turbulence measurements and internal

poloidal magnetic field measurements together with  detailed ion temperature profiles will be

available shortly to help sort out the roles of competing mechanisms.

Several experiments are planned with rf heating to further explore the ITB phenomena on

Alcator C-Mod.  Dual frequency ICRF power will be available to both heat the plasma center

while at the same time heating off-axist to trigger the ITB.  In a different scenario, ion Bernstein

waves will be used to drive current and tailor the poloidal magnetic field in order to study ITB



control with reverse-shear.  And finally, lower hybrid current drive is planned to control the

current density profile and form ITBs while ICRF power is used to add heat to the plasma core.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.  Density profiles at select points in time are shown for 4 Alcator C-Mod shots which

demonstrated internal transport barrier formation:  a.) At the H- to L-mode transition; b.) During

lithium pellet injection;   c.) With off-axis ICRF power injected on the high field side;    d.)

During a peaked density ohmic H-mode.

Figure 2. Central toroidal rotation and  density peaking factor are compared for two similar

discharges. The dashed line has the ICRF resonance at r/a=0.25 on the high field side, while the

solid line represents the case where the ICRF resonance layer is at r/a=0.5 on the high field side.

The ICRF input power was 3 MW, and it was turned on at 0.7 s in both cases.

Figure 3.  Typical H- to L-mode transition are shown:   neutron rate, central ion temperature, line

average density, density peaking factor, and Dα emission.

Figure 4. The scale length ratio r/Ln and the global neutron rate are shown during an H- to L-

mode transition.

Figure 5.  Ion temperature profiles obtained from Doppler broadened x-ray emission from argon

impurity ions are provided before and during the H- to L- mode transition with the corresponding



ion temperature obtained from inversion of the neutron and also the electron temperature

profiles.

Figure 6. (a)The quantity ηe defined as (d ln (Te)/dr)/ d ln (ne)/dr) is plotted during an H- to L-

mode transition with the global neutron rate and (b) a histogram of the minimum value of ηe.

Figure 7. The neutron rate, central toroidal rotation velocity, line average density, density

peaking factor are compared to TRANSP calculation of the total energy confinement time and

the effective thermal diffusivity χeff at r/a=0.3.  The H-mode terminates at 1.09 s.

Figure 8.  Radial profiles of the effective thermal diffusivity χeff, the energy confinement time

and the bootstrap current density are shown, as determined by TRANSP for the ohmic H-mode

plasma featured in Fig. 8.
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